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Humans vs SARS CoV-2

Genome? 3,000,000,000 bases pairs, 
double-stranded DNA

29,900 bases,  
single-stranded RNA

Genes? ~20,000-30,000 ~10 

Living? Yes Depends on your 
definition of living...



What is a living thing? 

Biologists have historically thought about this question 
in two main ways: STRUCTURE and FUNCTION

Stop and think: What FUNCTIONS of living things can you think of?

Enter your answer in the Chat window on Zoom



Some FUNCTIONS of living things include: 

Growth

Energy Processing



STRUCTURES of living things

Cells!

Primary way of defining life after 
introduction of the microscope

Basis of Cell Theory
- Organisms are made up of one 

or more cells
- Cells are the basic unit of life



Are viruses alive according to Cell Theory?  

No. Viruses are not made of cells.

Viruses contain
1) a genome (DNA or RNA) 
2) protein coat
3) maybe a lipid bilayer

Yet! Viruses are more diverse than 
life itself.

Spike Protein on the 
surface of the cell binds the 
host cell receptor



Viral spike protein binds to 
the cellular ACE2 protein

SARS CoV-2 Replication in a Cell



All have a double stranded DNA genome.

Living things 
Have many different types of genomes! 

Viruses



Nextstrain.org - Genomic Epidemiology of SARS CoV-2





Brainstorm ways in which a virus could 
spill over from animals to people. In 

other words, how might a virus get from 
animals to people?





Direct Contact



Food-Related



Indirect Contact (e.g., date palm sap)



Indirect Contact (e.g., date palm sap)



Indirect Contact (e.g., bat guano harvest)



Jones et al. 2008, Nature







SARS





“Herein, we report the identification of a diverse group of bat SARSr-CoVs in a single 
cave in Yunnan, China. Importantly, all of the building blocks of SARS-CoV genome, 
including the highly variable S gene, ORF8 and ORF3, could be found in the genomes of 
different SARSr-CoV strains from this single location.”

- Hu et al. 2017

“In their paper, the Chinese team warn that another deadly outbreak of Sars could 
emerge at any time. As they point out, the cave where they discovered their strain is only 
a kilometre from the nearest village.”

- The Guardian coverage of Hu et al. 2017



MERS





Where does that leave us with SARS-CoV-2?
● We may never be able to precisely 

identify the initial spillover event

● Viral surveillance in wildlife can get us 
closer to understanding viral diversity 
in natural hosts (one clue)

● Viral surveillance in humans (especially 
serosurveys) can highlight populations 
where spillover may be relatively 
frequent but previously undetected 
(another clue)



Pathogen
Disease Triangle Activity

EnvironmentHost

Using the google slides link in the 
chat window: 

Brainstorm as many factors 
specific to each of these three 
categories (Pathogen, Host, and 
Environment) that may impact the 
COVID-19 Pandemic.

Disease



Pathogen

Disease Triangle COVID-19

EnvironmentHost

COVID-19

Pathogen specific factors include…
- Mutation rate
- Accumulation of mutations
- Route of entry
- Pathogen structure impacts which 

disinfectants are effective
- Pathogen structure/function impacts 

which treatments are effective

Host specific factors include…
- Handwashing
- Staying home if symptomatic
- Immune response
- Race/Ethnicity
- Age
- Genetics
- Sleep
- Nutrition 

Environment specific factors include…
- Mask compliance
- Physical distancing 
- Climate
- Natural disasters
- Healthcare availability
- Testing availability
- Contact tracing


